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Compliance with Timely and
Complete Postage Statement
Entry Requirements

This management instruction (MI) supplements procedures described
in Handbook DM-109, Business Mail Acceptance, regarding com-
pliance with timely and complete postage statement entry requirements.
It provides guidance for business mail acceptance employees on proce-
dures for completing and entering postage statements in either Post-
alOne! or the appropriate manual accounting system for a non-Post-
alOne! site. This MI also describes the responsibilities of Business Mail
Entry (BME) managers, Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) supervisors,
and postmasters (referred to collectively as “business mail manage-
ment”) for ensuring timely and complete postage statement entry. These
procedures are applicable for all locations accepting business mail in-
cluding BMEUs, Detached Mail Units (DMU), and Post Offices.

Note:  Procedures described in this MI will be updated to corre-
spond with future changes to postage statements and Post-
alOne! functionality.

Background

Handbook DM-109 Business Mail Entry
Update
Business mail is a significant revenue source for the United States
Postal Service (USPS). The Handbook DM-109 was updated in Fiscal
Year 2008 to address challenges related to business mail acceptance
that impact the Postal Service’s operating results, financial reporting,
and legal compliance. The updated handbook also strengthened and
clarified the procedures for completing and entering postage statements
to promote timely and accurate recognition of business mail revenue.
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Importance of Timely and Complete Postage
Statement Entry
The timely recognition of business mail revenue ensures that the Postal
Service’s financial statements accurately reflect operating results. Ad-
herence to timely and complete postage statement entry requirements
may also assist in the prevention of unpaid mailings through lower occur-
rences of unrecorded postage statements.

This MI supplements timely and complete postage statement entry re-
quirements described in Handbook DM-109. It addresses the following
topics:

� Objectives of the Management Instruction

� Management Responsibilities

� Key Definitions for Timely Entry

� Postage Statement Entry Procedures

� Postage Statement Completion

� Management Oversight Tools and Responsibilities

Objectives of the Management
Instruction

Describe Timely Entry Procedures for Each
Acceptance Site Type and Submission
Method
Procedures for completing and entering postage statements vary de-
pending on the submission method (electronic or hardcopy) and the type
of acceptance site (e.g., Post Offices, BMEU, DMU). This MI provides
specific procedures for completing and entering postage statements for
the following scenarios:

1. PostalOne! Sites

� Hardcopy postage statement procedures

� Electronic postage statement procedures for Postal Wizard
(PW), Mail.dat and Web.XML

2. PostalOne! Performance Based Verification (PBV) Sites

� Hardcopy postage statement procedures

� Electronic postage statement procedures for PW, Mail.dat

and Web.XML

3. Non-PostalOne! Sites

� Manual procedures for hardcopy postage statements
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This MI also discusses special procedures for postage statement enter-
ing related to DMUs, Multiple Day Mailings, Reversals, Convenience
Deposit Points (CDP), Monthly Periodicals Postage Statements, Over-
night Drops for Time-Sensitive Periodicals Mailings, and the Centralized
Postage Payment (CPP) System.

Describe Requirements for Postage Statement
Completion
Verification of postage statement completeness is a critical aspect of
revenue assurance. This MI provides guidance on the verification of
mailer and USPS sections of the postage statement, and what to do if
required information is missing or inaccurate.

Note:  This MI supplements procedures in Handbook DM-109 spe-
cifically relating to complete and timely postage statement
entry; it is not intended to serve as a comprehensive source of
information on required verification procedures. For a complete
description of verification procedures, see Handbook DM-109,
Chapter 3, Verification and Chapter 5, Periodicals.

Management Responsibilities
BME managers, BMEU supervisors, and postmasters (collectively re-
ferred to as business mail management) are responsible for ensuring
that business mail acceptance sites within their area of responsibility
comply with requirements for complete and timely postage statement
entry. Business mail management is required to supervise acceptance
employees to ensure that postage statements are entered immediately
after completing verification and prior to releasing the mailing to Opera-
tions, in accordance with the procedures described in this MI and Hand-
book DM-109. Although business mail acceptance employees perform
verification and acceptance tasks, including entering completed post-
age statements, BME managers, BMEU supervisors, and postmasters
are ultimately responsible for compliance with these requirements.

Key Definitions for Timely Entry
To explain timely entry procedures, the MI defines “mail arrival date &
time,” “verification date,” “certification date” and “timely entry” to provide
a common understanding of these terms.

1. Mail Arrival Date &Time is defined as the date and time when
the mailer presents the postage statement, required supporting
documentation, and the mailing (in its entirety) to the acceptance
site for verification.
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� Hardcopy Postage Statements — This date is recorded in the
postage statement field labeled “Post Office: Note Mail Arrival
Date & Time.”

� Electronic Postage Statements — There is no field to record
the date the mail arrived. However, this date is provided by
the mailer in the “Mailer Provided Date of Mailing” field and
can be adjusted if necessary (see Electronic Postage
Statement Procedures — Step 2a).

2. Verification Date is defined as the date when verification is
completed.

� Hardcopy Postage Statements — The verification date is
documented by the USPS acceptance employee by signing
and dating the “USPS Use Only” section of the postage
statement.

� Electronic postage statements — The USPS acceptance
employee documents the verification date by entering it in the
“The Statement Certification” date field in the electronic
postage statement.

3. Certification Date is defined as the date when the USPS
acceptance employee completes the entry of the hardcopy or
electronic postage statement and transmits it through the
PostalOne! system to record revenue. This is also known as the
“transaction date.” For non-PostalOne! sites, the certification date
(or transaction date) is defined as the date when the postage
statement has been entered in the appropriate manual
accounting system.

4. Timely Entry is defined as the IMMEDIATE entry and
certification of postage statements in the PostalOne! system or
the appropriate manual accounting system (for non-PostalOne!
sites), after completing verification and prior to releasing the
mailing to Operations. For DMU sites without PostalOne!,
postage statements must be entered and certified by the close of
business on the day the mailing was verified. Compliance with
timely entry requirements is determined by measuring the
difference between the verification and certification dates for each
postage statement.

Postage Statement Entry Procedures
Postage statement entry procedures for PostalOne! sites apply to
BMEUs and Post Offices with PostalOne! system access. Mailers may
submit either hardcopy or electronic postage statements. Entry proce-
dures differ for electronic and hardcopy postage statements and for
Performance Based Verification (PBV) and non-PBV sites. However, all
postage statements must be entered, and finalized in PostalOne! for
both hardcopy and electronic statements IMMEDIATELY after perform-
ing required verification procedures, and prior to releasing the mailing
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to Operations. Specific procedures and differences for hardcopy and
electronic postage statements, and PBV and non-PBV sites are de-
scribed below.

Note:  The procedures below apply to all types of postage state-
ments, with limited exceptions, which are described in the Post-
age Statement Entry Procedures for Other Scenarios section
below.

PostalOne! Site Entry Procedures
This section describes PostalOne! entry procedures for hardcopy and
electronic postage statements for non-PBV sites.

Hardcopy Postage Statements
The table below provides key procedures and considerations for enter-
ing and finalizing postage statements in the PostalOne! system to com-
ply with timely and complete entry requirements.

Steps Procedures Considerations

1) Record Mail
Arrival Date &
Time

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1, Section
3-2.1

a) Record the mail arrival date and
time in the postage statement field
labeled “Post Office: Note Mail
Arrival Date & Time” at the top
right-hand corner of the postage
statement.

� Record the actual date
the mailing was
received at the
acceptance site.

� Never round stamp
the “USPS Use Only”
section at the bottom
of the postage
statement to record
mail arrival date and
time.

2) Review
Postage
Statement for
Completion

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1, and
Section 3-2.1

a) Review the postage statement to
ensure that the mailer has
completed the applicable fields in
the “Mailer,” “Mailing,” and
“Postage” sections of the postage
statement.

b) Verify that they have indicated a
Move Update method for First
Class Mail Presort or Standard Mail
mailings.

c) Verify that the mailer has signed
the postage statement in the
“Certification” section.
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Steps ConsiderationsProcedures

3) Obtain Missing
Information

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1, and
Section 3-2.2

a) Obtain missing and/or correct
information, if the mailer failed to
properly complete the applicable
sections in the “Mailer”, “Mailing”,
and “Postage” of the postage
statement.

b) Record changes in the “USPS Use
Only” section of the “Certification”
area.

c) Hold the mailing, if the required
information cannot be obtained
immediately. Record the mailing
information in the Disqualified Mail
Log.

� For more information
on holding mail and
proper staging
procedures see the
Handbook DM-109,
section 2-2.1, Mail
Staging.

4) Complete
Remaining
Verification
Procedures

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1

a) Complete the required steps for
Initial verification. Perform an
In-Depth Verification as necessary.

b) Enter verification results including
“Weight of a Single Piece”, “Total
Pieces”, “Total Weight”, and
“Presort Verification Performed”
and any adjustments in the “USPS
Use Only” section. For Periodicals,
record the “Post Office Computed
Weight per Copy”.

� If changes have been
made, document the
name of the person
contacted to approve
the change and the
time of the adjustment.

5) Certify the
Postage
Statement

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1, and
Section 3-4.2

a) Approve the postage statement by
signing the “Verifying Employee’s
Signature” field located in the
“USPS Use Only” section.

b) Enter the verification date in the
“Round Stamp (Required)” field
located in the “USPS Use Only”
section.

� The signature and
verification date can
be hand-written.
Non-PostalOne! sites
must round stamp in
the “Round Stamp
(Required)” field.
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Steps ConsiderationsProcedures

6) Enter the
Postage
Statement in
the PostalOne!
system

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1, Section
3-4.2 and Section
3-4.3

a) Enter the verification date recorded
in the “Round Stamp (Required)”
field of the hardcopy postage
statement in the “Mailing Date” field
in the PostalOne! system. This field
is located on the “Account
Verification Information” page.

Note: The “Mailing Date” field
defaults to the current date. If the
default date differs from the
verification date recorded in the
“Round Stamp (Required)” field of
the hardcopy postage statement,
delete the default date, and enter
the correct verification date.

b) Compare the data entered in the
PostalOne! system to the hardcopy
postage statement, by viewing the
“Review” page. If accurate, click
“submit” to record the revenue and
certify the postage statement.

c) PS Form 3607 will appear on the
screen after finalizing the
statement by selecting “submit” in
PostalOne!. Print and attach a PS
Form 3607 to the postage
statement and to each cleared
mailing prior to releasing the
mailing to Operations.
Non-PostalOne! sites must attach a
manually completed PS Form 3607
to the postage statement and to the
cleared mailing.

� Postage statements
must be entered
immediately in the
PostalOne! system,
after completing
verification.

� Never batch hardcopy
postage statements.

� Always record the
verification date in
PostalOne!.

� Never release the
mailing to Operations
before the postage
statement has been
entered and certified
in the PostalOne!
system, and attaching
a PS Form 3607 to
each cleared mailing.
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Electronic Postage Statements — Postal
Wizard (PW), Mail.dat and Web.XML
The table below provides key procedures and considerations on certify-
ing electronic postage statements submitted via PW, Mail.dat and
Web.XML to comply with timely and complete entry requirements.

Steps Procedures Considerations

1) Access
Postage
Statement

Handbook DM-109,
Table 9-5.1

a) Access the electronic postage
statement in the PostalOne!
Dashboard by using the mailer
provided “Group ID” or
“Confirmation” number or Job ID.

b) Verify that the proper supporting
documentation was provided.

Note: The mailing is not considered
“submitted” until supporting
documentation is received.

� Most supporting
documentation can be
accessed
electronically for
Mail.dat and
Web.XML mailings.

� Mailers must provide
hardcopy supporting
documentation for PW
mailings.

2) Confirm Mail
Arrival Date &
Time and
Verification
Dates

PostalOne! displays two date fields for
electronic postage statements:

� “Mailer Provided Date of Mailing” —
This field is pre-populated by the
mailer to indicate when they intend
to present the mail.

� “Statement Certification Date” —
The date that verification was
completed. This field is empty upon
accessing the postage statement.

Use the following procedures to
complete these fields:

a) The “Mailer Provided Date of
Mailing” field on the electronic
statement cannot be edited,
without adjusting the postage
statement. If the mailing arrives on
a date other than the “Mailer
Provided Mailing Date of Mailing”,
the employee must click on the
postage statement “Adjust” button,
indicate that the mailer was
contacted & by whom regarding the
adjustment, select “Other” as the
“Reason for Adjustment”, and enter
the accurate mail arrival date in the
“Mailer Provided Date of Mailing”
field.

b) Enter the verification date in the
“Statement Certification Date” field.

� The “Mailer Provided
Date of Mailing” is the
only field that can be
adjusted for Mail.dat

and Web.XML
statements.

� Mailers often transmit
electronic postage
statements prior to
submitting the mailing.
Ensure that the “Mailer
Provided Date of
Mailing” reflects the
actual submission
date.

3) Review the
Postage
Statement for
Completion

Handbook DM-109,
Table 9-5.1

a) Review the electronic postage
statement to ensure that the mailer
has completed all the applicable
fields in the “Mailer Information,”
“Account Verification Information,”
and “Mailing Information” sections.

b) Verify that they have indicated a
Move Update method when
required.
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Steps ConsiderationsProcedures

4) Obtain Missing
Information

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1, and
Section 3-2.2

Handbook DM-109,
Table 9-5.1

For Postal Wizard:

a) Obtain missing and/or correct
information if the mailer fails to
properly complete the required
sections of the postage statement
and/or the mailer incorrectly
completes these sections.

b) Enter the missing and/or corrected
information by adjusting the
postage statement within
PostalOne!.

c) Hold the mailing if the required
information cannot be obtained
immediately.

Note: If the required information
cannot be obtained, or other errors
cannot be resolved on the same
business day, then adjust the
“Mailer Provided Date of Mailing”
field to reflect the date that the
information was obtained, errors
were resolved, and the mailing was
verified.

For Mail.dat or Web.XML:

d) If the mailer fails to properly
complete the required sections of
the postage statement and/or the
mailer incorrectly completes these
sections, instruct the mailer to
cancel and resubmit a corrected
statement.

e) Hold the mailing until a new
postage statement is provided.

� For more information
on holding mail and
proper staging
procedures see the
Handbook DM-109,
section 2-2.1, Mail
Staging.
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Steps ConsiderationsProcedures

5) Complete
Remaining
Verification
Procedures

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1 and Table
9-5.1

a) Complete the required steps for
Initial verification. Perform an
In-Depth Verification as necessary.

b) Enter the results in the “Mail
Verification Data” section of the
electronic postage statement.

Note: If errors are noted, the
acceptance employee may adjust the
PW postage statement within
PostalOne! to make the correction.
However, for Mail.dat or Web.XML,
some errors may require the mailer to
cancel and resubmit a corrected
statement.

6) Certify and
Submit the
Postage
Statement in
PostalOne!

Handbook DM-109,
Table 3-1 and Table
9-5.1

 

a) Enter the verification date after
completing verification in the
“Statement Certification Date” field
of the electronic statement.

b) Review the electronic postage
statement for accuracy on the
“Review” page within PostalOne!.

c) Click “submit” on the review page
to record the revenue and certify
the postage statement.

d) Print and attach the PS Form 3607
to the mailing and release it to
Operations. The PS Form 3607 will
appear on the screen after clicking
“submit”.

� Never release the
mailing to Operations
before certifying the
electronic postage
statement.

PostalOne! PBV Site Entry Procedures
The majority of the PBV procedures are the same as those described in
the Postage Statement Entry Procedures for hardcopy and electronic
postage statements sections above. The major difference is that for PBV
sites, the first page of the postage statement must be entered into the
PostalOne! system prior to completing verification, so the system can
determine if in-depth verification is required. Specific PBV procedures
for recording the verification date are clarified below for hardcopy and
electronic postage statements:

� Hardcopy Postage Statements — For hardcopy postage
statements, PostalOne! has one date field, “Mailing Date.” Prior
to completing verification, the acceptance employee must enter
the postage statement information in PostalOne!. Enter the
verification date in the “Mailing Date” field. If the verification date
differs from the default date within PostalOne! (current date), the
acceptance employee is required to delete the default date and
enter the correct verification date.

Note:  The acceptance employee is required to enter the post-
age statement into PostalOne! prior to verification. The
postage statement is stored on the dashboard until the
statement is finalized within PostalOne!.
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� Electronic Postage Statements (PW and Mail.dat�) — For
electronic postage statements, PostalOne! displays two date
fields: (1) the “Mailer Provided Date of Mailing” and (2) the
“Statement Certification Date”. PostalOne! pre-populates the
“Mailer Provided Date of Mailing” field with information provided
by the mailer.

The “Statement Certification Date” is the verification date. This
date defaults to the current date within the PostalOne! system. If
the current date is not the date that the mailing was verified, the
acceptance employee is required to adjust the postage
statement, and enter the correct verification date in this field.

See Handbook DM-109, Table 3-6.1, for a detailed description of
this procedure.

Non-PostalOne! Site Entry Procedures
Postage statement entry procedures for non-PostalOne! sites apply to
all acceptance sites without PostalOne! system access. These sites can
only receive hardcopy postage statements. The postage statements
must be recorded IMMEDIATELY on the applicable hardcopy account-
ing forms (i.e., PS Forms 25, Trust Fund Account, PS Form 3609, Re-
cord of Permit Imprint Mailings, or PS Form 3543, Record of Periodical
Postage), prior to releasing the mailing to Operations. The transaction
must also be recorded in the appropriate accounting system (POS, IRT,
or eMOVES) by the close of business on the day the mailing was veri-
fied.

Hardcopy Postage Statements

Verification procedures for hardcopy postage statements at non-Post-
alOne! sites are essentially the same as procedures for PostalOne! sites
described above. The primary difference is that for non-PostalOne!
sites, the postage statement data is recorded on a hardcopy accounting
form and entered into a retail accounting system instead of PostalOne!.
The mail arrival and verification dates are recorded on the hardcopy
postage statement, before entering the information on the hardcopy
form(s). The mail arrival date is still recorded in the “Post Office: Note
Mail Arrival Date & Time” field, and the verification date is still recorded
in the “Round Stamp (Required)” field after verification has been com-
pleted.

Note:  The accounting forms described below are also used to verify
the mailer’s authorizations and fees.
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The following table describes the procedures performed after complet-
ing verification and certifying hardcopy postage statements at non-Post-
alOne! sites:

Steps Procedures Considerations
1) Document

Verification
Results on
Appropriate
Manual Form(s)

The acceptance site must retain a
separate file with the appropriate
manual form(s) for each mailer.
Applicable forms include:

� PS Form 3609, Record of Permit
Imprint Mailings;

� PS Form 3543, (Special) Record of
Periodicals postage; and,

� PS Form 25, Trust Fund Account.

� The majority of
mailings are
documented on PS
Form 25, in addition to
one of the other two
applicable forms.

2) Record
Verification
Date and
Information on
the Manual
Form

Record the verification date in the
“Round Stamp (Required)” field on the
postage statement and in the date field
on the applicable manual form.

� Verification information
varies by form and
mailing type.

3) Certify
Transaction in
the Accounting
System and
Release to
Operations

Handbook DM-109
3-4.2

See the FAP,
Section 16-5.2.2

a) Certify the transaction in the
applicable accounting system
(POS, IRT, or eMOVES) by no later
than the close of business on the
day the mailing was verified.

b) Manually complete PS Form 3607
and attach to the postage
statement. Attach a duplicate PS
Form 3607 to each mailing and
release the mailing to Operations.

� Transactions  at
non-PostalOne! sites
must be entered in the
accounting system by
the close of business
on the day the mailing
was accepted.

Postage Statement Entry Procedures for
Other Scenarios
This section describes postage statement entry procedural differences
for other common scenarios including: Bypass/Unpaid Mailings; De-
tached Mail Units (DMU); Multiple Day Mailings; Reversals and Adjust-
ments; Convenience Drop Points (CDP); Postage Statement — Periodi-
cals All Issues in a Calendar Month (PS Form 3541-M1); Overnight Drop
for Time Sensitive Periodicals mailings; and Centralized Postage Pay-
ment (CPP) System mailings.

Bypass/Unpaid Mailings

For scenarios involving postage statements and mailings found within
the USPS mailstream without the BMEU recording the transaction, post-
masters or BMEU supervisors must verify that the mailing is billed imme-
diately. Please perform the following procedures as described in Hand-
book DM-109 2-7.2.1 for the un-verified mailing situations described
below:
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� A postage statement is found without the mail: The acceptance
employee must contact the mailer to obtain the required mailing
information, proof of payment, or payment. Enter the postage
statement in PostalOne!, using the “mailing date” on the postage
statement as the entry in the PostalOne! “mailing date” field. Bill
the mailer’s account in accordance with the postage statement.

� A mailing is found without a postage statement: The acceptance
employee must contact the associate office of the return address
(Precancelled Stamp mailing), contact the Post Office of the city,
state, and 5-digit ZIP Code indicated on the meter (Metered Mail),
or use the permit number to contact the mailer (Permit Imprint
mailing), and obtain required billing information. Once the
required mailer and billing information is verified enter the
postage statement information into PostalOne!, using the date the
mail was found in the mailstream as the entry in the PostalOne!
“mailing date” field. Bill the mailer’s account in accordance with
the postage statement.

Detached Mail Units (DMU)

For DMU locations without on-site PostalOne! access, postage state-
ments must be entered in PostalOne! no later than the close of business
on the day the mailing was verified. Postage statements must be entered
in accordance with the PostalOne! entry procedures described in the
Postage Statement Entry Procedures section above.

Multiple Day Mailings

Some large volume mailers produce and present mail in a cycle that
exceeds 24 hours. These sites are commonly referred to as “continuous
mailing” sites. These sites must have a Special Postage Payment Sys-
tem (SPPS) agreement authorized by the Business Mailer Support man-
ager at Headquarters. A postage statement must be presented each
day. If allowed by the SPPS agreement, mailers will be permitted to
present the postage statement for that day’s mailing by 4:00 a.m. the
following day. The date the mailing was verified and released must be
entered as the date of mailing on the postage statement. This means
there will be a one day difference between the date of mailing and the
transaction date shown in the PostalOne! system. This is NOT the same
as the First-Class Mail Acceptance Policy established 05/10/91 (MI
DM-140-91-01) which has been more commonly referred to as Multiple
Acceptance Time agreements. While this policy permits the acceptance
of mailings past established critical entry times, it does NOT allow for the
acceptance of postage statements the next business day. Postage for
these mailings must be paid on the Date of Mailing unless there is an
authorized SPPS and following the procedures as described in this
section.
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Reversals and Adjustments

Acceptance employees may reverse or adjust finalized postage state-
ments when errors are discovered. For mailer generated errors, rever-
sals must only be completed after receiving an updated postage state-
ment from the mailer.

It is important to properly enter updated postage statements in order to
comply with timely and complete entry requirements, and to ensure that
the Postal Service receives full payment for its services. Whether com-
pleting a reversal of adjustment, The “Mailing Date” is always the day the
mailing was verified and released to Operations.

The ability to identify the re-entry of a postage statement following a
reversal will be available under the General Information section of a PBV
postage statement. This allows for the exclusion of postage statements
entered due to a previous reversal to be identified for the Late Postage
Statement Report.

When entering the new postage statement into the PostalOne! system
following a reversal, PBV users should select the “Statement reentered
following a reversal”. When this checkbox is selected the user must
enter the transaction ID of the reversed statement and identify whether
the reversal was due to Mailer or USPS error.

Note:  For mailings presented under SPPS agreements: Finalized
postage statements may be reversed on the day of mailing, if
the errors (mailer or USPS) are detected on the day of mailing.
After the day of mailing, reversals for mailer errors must be
approved by Business Mailer Support.

Convenience Deposit Points (CDP)

Employees at CDP locations cannot verify business mailings and final-
ize postage statements. Employees at CDP locations should never
record the time or date on any section of the postage statement.
CDP locations must forward the mailing, postage statement and sup-
porting documentation to the authorized BMEU or Post Office for verifi-
cation and finalization of the postage statement, in accordance with
procedures described in Handbook DM-109, Exhibit 2-5, Sample Con-
venience Deposit Point SOP.

For CDP mailings, the submission date is the date that the customer
dropped the mailing at the office responsible for preparing it for transport
via USPS to the designated business mail entry office. The designated
business mail entry office receives the mailing, postage statement, and
supporting documentation (if applicable) and is required to process and
clear that mail prior to the close of the business day. They must verify and
process the postage statement to align with the date the mailing was
dropped at the convenience point. If they are not able to process the
mailing before midnight due to any postal delay (e.g., the transportation
is late getting to the BMEU) then the Date of Mailing is the current day
(the date the mailer deposited the mailing at the CDP location) and the
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Statement Certification date will be the next day (the date the postage
statement is recorded in PostalOne!). However, if there is a mail accep-
tance or verification issue requiring customer contact and resolution,
then the date of mailing must be changed to reflect the date the mailing
is released to Operations. Under these circumstances, the mailing date
is the date that the mailing was verified by the acceptance site and
released to Operations for processing.

Postage Statement — All Issues in a Calendar Month

Periodicals mailers adhering to requirements specified in DMM section
707.17.5 and the DM-109 may provide postage statements on a single
monthly postage statement, for all issues in the calendar month. Autho-
rized mailers may provide these postage statements up to 72 hours after
the final mailing. Consequently, timely entry requirements differ slightly
for monthly Periodicals postage statements.

For monthly Periodicals postage statements, enter the date that verifica-
tion was completed in the “Round Stamp (Required)” field on the bottom
of the hardcopy postage statement. After verifying the postage state-
ment information, immediately enter the statement in PostalOne!. The
date from the “Round Stamp (Required)” field must be entered in the
“Mailing Date” field in PostalOne!. Also, enter the date range — from
“First Issue Date” to “Last Issue Date” in PostalOne!.

Overnight Drop for Time-Sensitive Periodicals
Mailings

The Postal Service allows an exception to timely entry requirements for
time-sensitive Periodicals mailings deposited at origin post offices after
business hours (late night or early morning), commonly referred to as
overnight drops.

Publishers may make an overnight drop as long as the origin post office
approves it and the publisher guarantees that sufficient funds are depos-
ited in their advance deposit account to ensure that a negative balance
does not exist. Publishers must understand that regardless of the date
entered in the Date of Mailing field on the postage statement, all classes
of mail, including Periodicals, deposited after BME Critical Acceptance
Time (CAT) shall receive the next day’s date recorded in the “Mailing
Date” field in PostalOne!. The ‘next day’ is defined as the first possible
processing day after the mail is deposited.

In the scenarios below, the postage statement and marked copy of the
publication (if applicable) must be provided no later than 11:00 a.m. on
the following business day that the drop occurs — or no later than 11:00
a.m. on the next business day following a weekend or holiday period
when acceptance personnel are not available. Saturdays and Holidays
shall be included as a “business day” for sites open to the public on those
days. The postage statement must be entered into PostalOne! immedi-
ately upon receipt to ensure that postage is properly collected and re-
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ported. In accordance with the procedures described in Handbook
DM-109 5-8.4, postage statement entry must be governed according to
the overnight drop mailing scenarios described below:

� Overnight Drops occurring after close of business during the
business week: The postage statement and marked copy (if
applicable) must be submitted no later than 11:00 a.m. the
following business day, and the postage statement must be
entered into PostalOne! immediately upon receipt to ensure that
postage is properly collected and reported. Since the mailing was
deposited after CAT the previous business day, the date entered
in the Date of Mailing field on the postage statement and the date
recorded in the “Mailing Date” field in PostalOne! should be the
same.

� Overnight Drops occurring after close of business for a
non-Holiday weekend: The postage statement and marked copy
(if applicable) must be submitted no later than 11:00 a.m. of the
next business day following the weekend closing, and the
postage statement must be entered into PostalOne! immediately
upon receipt to ensure that postage is properly collected and
reported. Since the mailing was deposited after CAT the previous
business day, the date entered in the Date of Mailing field on the
postage statement and the date recorded in the “Mailing Date”
field in PostalOne! may vary by no more than the number of
non-business days between the drop and the next business day.
Example: If the mailing is dropped after CAT Friday at 3:00 a.m.
Saturday morning and released to Operations, the postage
statement must be received and finalized in PostalOne! on
Monday. The “Mailing Date” is Saturday, the “Certification Date” in
PostalOne! is Monday, and the date variance is three (3) days.

� Overnight Drops occurring after close of business for a Holiday
weekend: The postage statement and marked copy (if applicable)
must be submitted no later than 11:00 a.m. of the next business
day following the Holiday, and the postage statement must be
entered into PostalOne! immediately upon receipt to ensure that
postage is properly collected and reported. Since the mailing was
deposited after CAT the previous business day, the date entered
in the Date of Mailing field on the postage statement and the date
recorded in the “Mailing Date” field in PostalOne! may vary by no
more than the number of non-business days between the drop
and the next business day. Example: If the mailing is dropped
after CAT Friday at 3:00 a.m. Saturday morning and released to
Operations, the Holiday in on Monday, and the postage statement
must be received and finalized in PostalOne! on Monday. The
“Mailing Date” is Saturday, the “Certification Date” in PostalOne!
is Tuesday, and the date variance is four (4) days.
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� Overnight Drops occurring after close of business for a mid-week
Holiday: this scenario is governed by the same procedures
detailed above in Overnight Drops occurring after close of
business for a non-Holiday weekend.

Note:  BME managers or postmasters may permit overnight drops
if tracking procedures are in place to ensure that the related
postage statement and marked copy (if applicable) are re-
ceived. BME managers or postmasters must also make ar-
rangements with publishers to ensure that a monthly random
In-Depth Verification is performed on each publication that ar-
rives via overnight drop (e.g., verification on site or arrival at a
USPS facility).

Manifest Mailing System (MMS) Mailings

A manifest mailing system (MMS) is a method of verifying postage
payment of permit imprint mailings, as an alternative to weight verifica-
tion. The USPS randomly selects pieces from the mailing and compares
them to the manifest to determine if postage was accurately reported.

The mailer must submit a complete postage statement with each mail-
ing. If the entry office USPS management approves, mailers may submit
a computerized facsimile of the applicable USPS postage statement.
Data fields may be omitted on the facsimile if they pertain to prices not
claimed in the mailing. BME management must ensure that MMS mail-
ings are properly verified at the DMU where the mailings originate or
other applicable acceptance site, and that MMS postage statements are
entered timely into PostalOne!. DMM Section 705.2, Manifest Mailing
System, DM-109 Section 10-1, Manifest Mailing System (MMS), and
Publication 401, Guide to the Manifest Mailing System, provide further
guidance on applying for MMS authorization; acceptance of MMS mail-
ings; and, administration of MMS agreements.

MMS mailers may make an overnight drop as long as the entry office
management approves it and there are assurances that sufficient funds
are deposited in their advance deposit account to ensure that a negative
balance does not exist. Such a scenario may be governed by the proce-
dures detailed above in Overnight Drops for Time-Sensitive Periodicals
Mailings.

Centralized Postage Payment (CPP) System Mailings

CPP postage statements are provided in a consolidated format to the
Pricing and Classification Service Center (PCSC) by the mailer, and the
PCSC enters the statements in PostalOne!. Mailers provide these state-
ments at intervals specified by their individual agreement. Consequent-
ly, business mail management is not responsible for entering CPP post-
age statements in PostalOne!. The PCSC tracks the mailer’s
compliance, and enters the consolidated postage statements within 48
hours of receipt, under a single finance number.
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Business mail management must ensure that CPP mailings are properly
verified at the DMU where the mailings originate or other applicable
acceptance site. For more detailed information on CPP verification and
acceptance procedures see the DM-110, Centralized Postage Payment
System for Periodicals Mail.

Postage Statement Completion

Mailer Sections
It is critical to ensure that mailers complete all required fields in hardcopy
and electronic postage statements. Mailers are required to complete all
applicable fields — including the move update section — in the “Mailer,”
“Mailing,” and “Postage” sections of the hardcopy postage statement
and sign and print their name in the “Certification” section. Business mail
management should not accept a mailing with an incomplete or un-
signed postage statement and must hold the mailing until the missing
information or signature can be obtained.

Business mail management must ensure that acceptance employees
verify that the applicable mailer sections of the hardcopy postage state-
ment are complete prior to certifying the postage statement and entering
it in PostalOne!. Any adjustments to the postage statement must be
entered in the “USPS Use Only” section of the hardcopy postage state-
ment.

Similarly, business mail management must ensure that acceptance em-
ployees verify that mailers properly complete all required fields of elec-
tronic postage statements in the “Mailer Information,” “Account Verifica-
tion Information,” and “Mailing Information” sections. For PW
statements, adjustments for some missing or incorrect information can
be entered directly into PostalOne!. Data elements on PW statements
that may be adjusted by the USPS acceptance employee include piece
weight, date of mailing, and piece count. Changes that affect rate cate-
gory, such as mail class or processing category must be corrected by the
mailer by canceling and resubmitting a new postage statement. Similar-
ly, if Mail.dat or Web.XML statements have missing or incorrect infor-
mation, the mailer must cancel and resubmit a corrected statement.

USPS Sections
In addition to ensuring that mailers complete all required fields, business
mail management must ensure that acceptance employees complete
the required fields in the “USPS Use Only” sections of hardcopy postage
statements, and sign and date the statement before entering and certify-
ing it in PostalOne!.
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Similarly, business mail management must ensure that acceptance em-
ployees complete all USPS required fields of electronic postage state-
ments including, the “USPS Use Only,” “Initial Verification,” and “Mail
Verification Data” sections.

It is the responsibility of business mail management to ensure that all
required sections of the postage statement are completed properly.

Management Oversight Tools and
Responsibilities

Management Oversight Reviews
To promote compliance with timely and complete postage statement
entry requirements, business mail management employees are re-
quired to conduct the following reviews.

1. Late Entry Postage Statement Reports indicate (by finance
number) the quantity and value of postage statements not
finalized in PostalOne! immediately after verification. The report is
updated on a weekly basis with a summary of results by district
and area, and is available on the BMA website.

Business mail management must review this report weekly, and
take appropriate actions to resolve compliance issues identified
at their respective area, district, and units. Management must
inform employees of performance issues, and take appropriate
mitigating actions.

2. Spot Checks should be conducted to verify that postage
statements are completed properly, and entered and finalized
timely in PostalOne!. Spot Checks are designed to verify that:

� Applicable mailer sections are complete prior to finalizing the
postage statement;

� Acceptance employees are completing, signing, and dating
the “USPS Use Only” sections of the postage statements
prior to finalizing the postage statement; and,

� Postage statement information is entered timely and correctly
in PostalOne! or the applicable manual form(s) and
accounting system.

To conduct a Spot Check, randomly select certified hardcopy
postage statements to verify that the required mailer and USPS
fields are complete and accurate. Then compare the information
on the hardcopy postage statement with the electronic record in
PostalOne! to ensure that the information was entered accurately
and timely.
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3. Employee Performance Assessment Reviews (EPA) must be
conducted semi-annually, for all employees accepting business
mail. The EPA is a review of selected mailings to verify that
acceptance employees are following standard procedures for
verifying, recording, and processing mail. EPA results are used to
identify training needs and areas where management must
provide additional guidance. For more information on the EPA,
see the Handbook DM-109, Section 1-3.

4. PostalOne! Dashboard Reviews must be conducted on a daily
basis to verify that there are no postage statements still pending
on the Dashboard that should have been certified. The following
procedures provide additional guidance on conducting
Dashboard reviews:

a. Access the PostalOne! Dashboard and review all updated
statements pending finalization (marked “UPD”).

b. Conduct date searches to ensure that there are no postage
statements still pending on the Dashboard that were
submitted prior to the past 14 days.

c. Investigate whether statements on the Dashboard
correspond to mailings that have already been verified and
released to Operations. Confirm mailings’ status by speaking
with acceptance employees and mailers (if necessary).

Mitigation and Improvement Actions
Business mail management must act to mitigate issues and improve
compliance with timely and complete postage statement entry require-
ments. Potential mitigation and improvement actions include:

1. Monitoring and Oversight

Business mail management is responsible for monitoring all
employees accepting business mail to verify that postage
statements are properly completed and entered timely in
PostalOne! or the appropriate manual form(s) and accounting
system. Management must conduct regular and vigilant oversight
by reviewing the late entry postage statement report, conducting
postage statement spot checks, and monitoring employees
during verification.

2. Communication

Business mail management is responsible for communicating the
importance of properly completing and entering postage
statements in PostalOne! or the appropriate manual form(s) and
accounting system. Management must ensure that employees
understand their responsibilities and required procedures.
Effective communication methods include holding daily “stand-up”
talks to begin the day or shift, conducting weekly meetings, and
providing informal guidance.
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3. Training

Business mail management is responsible for ensuring that
employees complete required training for their position, and
receive additional training and/or guidance on timely and
complete entry requirements when necessary. Management is
responsible for ensuring that all employees at their units receive
adequate training to properly follow procedures for timely and
complete postage statement entry.

Accountability
Business mail management is responsible for meeting the goal of com-
pliance with postage statement timely and complete entry requirements.
Compliance is evaluated through late entry postage statement reports
generated from PostalOne! data, and Financial Control and Support
(FC&S) reviews. The Postal Service will actively promote accountability
for compliance with these requirements through the following:

1. Publication of Late Entry Reports

All late entry results will be published on the BMA website.
Districts will be ranked by compliance rates to promote
transparency and accountability for performance.

2. Publication of FC&S Review Findings

All FC&S review findings will be published to promote
transparency and accountability, and business mail management
at individual sites will receive letters describing specific review
findings and required mitigation actions. Business mail
management must act to resolve findings from FC&S reviews by
reviewing their processes and addressing root causes of
identified issues.
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